VISION MINISTRIES KENYA TRAINING REPORT 2022

MORE, EFFECTIVE, FLOURISHING CHURCHES!

REGION: NYANZA CHAPTER
DATE: 4TH, JUNE, 2022
VENUE: FLAMING RIVER, CHURCH - ASUMBI

INTRODUCTION
Pastor Ishmael met church leaders in Nyamira at Flaming River Church. This meeting was hosted by
Bishop and Mrs. Akinyi Odede, the presiding and founder leaders of Flaming River Church.
The meeting was attended by fifteen leaders all coming from the host church. Flaming River Church is
located in Asumbi, Nyamira sub-county
Training agenda:


Introducing VMK to the leaders.
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The mandate of VMK is to help churches become more, effective and flourish.
For a church to have the three mandate I have outlined, a church must be vision driven and
prioritize in meeting such goals. This church where we are meeting must put leaders together,
explain the vision, write it and motivate the team to work towards it.
The problem with most churches is that every leader do pull to a different direction instead of
pulling together as a team to a common direction given or outlined by the vision bearer.
VMK exist to help churches address such challenges.

VMK Vision: To have a network of churches which are known for good bible teaching, pastoral care and
positive leadership.
All our trainings are bible referenced. For your church to be effective or have more souls coming to Christ
then you must follow the Bible as your major reference. Any church with a doctrine not based in the
scripture we do not approve to work with us. You will observe this in our registration form.
We prioritize on;


Providing training for church leaders





Facilitating evangelistic church planting
Cultivating a network of partnering churches
Introducing our churches to social service agencies

Training session on. Pastor Duncan gives a testimony of how VMK has transformed his ministry.
After the introduction session, Pastor Ishmael touched on principle of delegation in a church.
As a leader you will find yourself in seasons where the load is too great for you alone to handle.
Sometimes it’s because of the blessing of ministry growth. Perhaps it’s the result of unforeseeable evet or
crisis. Or, it might be due to personal issues. These times call for the assigning of some of your normal
responsibilities to other people – delegation, a skill you need to master as a leader.
If you don’t delegate, you will tend to focus on the higher priority of immediate need. Lower priority or
routine wok will tend to get pushed to the side or be accomplished with minimal quality. If left undone,
those tasks usually build up and become overwhelming and more stressful when you finally do get to
them. If done poorly, you might find yourself later needing to redo them taking up more time.
All these are addressed in Jethro manual.
Ishmael completed the training by outlining VMK’s core values.
Conclusion:




This was a team of willing leaders ready to work with us.
The church was immediately registered and absorbed by the Nyanza chapter
We are looking for another training in this place in July.

